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i ANryer all questions Time allowed: 02 hours

01.

b)

Define the following terms:

i. computerarchitectwe;

ii. computerorganization.

What are the four main funclions ofa computer and druw the functional view diagram

of a computer

c) Convert each ofthe following decimal values to 8-bit signed magnitude binaryi

i. 5416;

ii. -491s;

iii. -127rc1

iv. -6610.

d) Convert each of the following 8-bit signed magnitude binary numbers to decimal

numbets:

i. 100111012;

ii. 000101012;

iii. 111001102;

e) What decimal value is represented by the following 32-bit floating point number?

I 10000000 I I 1 101 10000000000000000



02.

a)

b)

c)

Explain each of the three fomats by which a Boolean fi.mction is usually expressed.

Draw the truth table and switch repres€ntation diagram of the NAND function,

Prove the following using the Boolean algebm. State any rules/th€or€ms u.sed al th€

intermediate steps to arrive at your answer.

i. x+X.Y=x+y
ii. x + b/.2) = (x+y).(x+ z)

iii. xy+fz+yz=xy+fz
The circuit in below figure accepts four inputs 4 b ,c ,d a{rd has one output g

i. Express the functiol g(4 b, c, d) in sum ofproduct folm

ii. Simplifr the tunction using Kamaugh map.

iii. Find and draw a minimum equivalent logic circuit.

Obtain the truth table ofthe following functions and express each function in sum of
mintelm and product of maxterm.

i. (r4 + B)(E + c)

ii. y'z + wxy' +wxz' +rv'x'z

d)

b

b

h'

e)



Brie.fly explain the following:

i. halfadder;

ii. tull adder;

iii. flip flop.

the S-R Flip Flop circuit usirg NAND gates.

do you uoderstand by the eight channels multiplexer?

th€ digital logic for segment .e,', using seven segnent display driver aut!

do yoir uuderstand by the term pipelining in aomputer architecture?

computer is designed to support pipelined alchitecture, An instruction is processed

6 stages. Find the execution time for a program having 5 instructions.(assume that

stage of an instruction processing consumes I time unit)

the memory hierarchy giving its charaoteristics.

are the advantages of having cache memory in a computer?

the basic instuction cycle with the aid of diagrams.
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